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SpecialtyRx  
Savings Navigator
Empowering specialty drug spend 
management today and predicting 
specialty spend for tomorrow

Navigation makes all the difference 

SpecialtyRx Savings Navigator is a powerful and comprehensive 

approach to medical and pharmacy specialty drug management. 

Through rich, advanced analytics and data-driven clinical insights, we 

provide employers with early and actionable whole-health 

opportunities for the members who need it most. 

Our complete solution improves health and cost outcomes. Strategic 

channel management and robust medical specialty utilization 

management proactively drive members to the right care at the right 

site and time. In addition, a rigorous review of clinical diagnoses and 

medicines uncover optimizations and gaps in care.

Navigation for members

A knowledgeable and compassionate pharmacist reaches out to identified members to offer 

drug therapy optimization recommendations and referrals to available whole-health resources. 

Navigation for you

Take advantage of a consultative review of proprietary predictive modeling and forecasting 

tools. You’ll also receive access to tailored product and benefit recommendations. Together, they 

are designed to support more informed and improved planning and budgeting.

$2.50  
savings

Average of

per member  
per month
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It’s time to save 
 
Let’s look at how you can better manage your specialty drug spend across medical and pharmacy with our high-tech, 

high-touch, high-impact solution, SpecialtyRx Savings Navigator.

Please contact your CarelonRx account manager today.

Takes action today. Bolsters budgeting and planning for tomorrow.

• Enables disease-specific specialty forecasting.

• Delivers personalized product and benefit design 

recommendations.

• Encourages better decision-making capabilities 
through highly consultative reviews. 

• Prioritizes members with the highest- cost, highest-
risk profiles for pharmacist-led outreach to boost 
whole health.

• Generates dynamic and clinically appropriate 
medical specialty drug utilization and site of  
care management.

• Optimizes medical specialty drug spend through 
medical rebate savings.

How we master  
specialty pharmacy  
management

SpecialtyRx Savings Navigator:

Strategic channel 
management

Proactive medical 
specialty utilization 

managemment

Disease-specific 
forecasting

Pharmacist-led 
member outreach

Benefit navigation  
and referrals

Benefit and product 
recommendations

Integrated 
specialty drug 

claims data

Member 
identification for 
additonal benefit 

solutions

High-risk, 
high-cost 

stratification


